
Graduate Students: Project Reminder

Midpoint due is on Nov. 15 (3 weeks from now)

Midpoint presentations on Mon, Nov. 15.

Guidelines will be released this weekend

Make progress every day.

Keep a notebook & write as you go, so that you are not writing both 

the report and making the slides at the last minute. 



CS 295B/CS 395B
Systems for Knowledge 
Discovery

Data Collection via 

“Wisdom of the Crowd”



Next three weeks

DiscoverCollect Clean Transform

Today: “wisdom of the crowds” for labeling (point estimation) tasks, 

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT), RESTful APIs

Future: other tasks, ethics, role of crowdwork platforms



“Wisdom of the Crowds” for labeling



Data collection: labelling

Option A: Do the labelling yourself/in your lab (often one label per item)

Option B: Pay labelers (2-5 labels per item, use inter-annotator agreement)

Pay few experts (expensive)

Pay many non-experts (cheap)
Inter-annotator 
agreement, e.g. 
Cohen’s kappa



Getting more out of less: Snorkle

Recall: Snorkle is a UI for efficiently acquiring expert labels

How (not rhetorical)?

What to do if you don’t need experts?

What to do if you can’t find experts?



2019

2005

Solution: “Wisdom of the Crowd”
AKA “collective intelligence”

Concept is old, but gained new attention with:

• Web 2.0 (officially coined in 2004)

• E.g., Wikipedia (founded 2001)

• 9/11 (2001)



Typical Example: Labeling tweets about the weather
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Typical Example: Labeling tweets about the weather



2/3 Game?

Guess the number that is 2/3 of the average of 

everyone’s guesses. 

Guesses must be between 0 and 100, inclusive.



This is a recurring theme

What are some examples?

• Labeling

• Machines
• Databases

• Machine learning

Consider implications for 
average case vs. worst case



Point estimation tasks

Automan paper focuses on point estimation

• Looking for convergence to a single estimate

• Quantities estimated are typically categorical variables

Why does this matter?

Data collected is “work” à contentious interpretation

Definitely not true of other data



Crowdsourcing platforms



Crowdsourcing

Process of collecting data from a large group. 

Typically non-experts.

Typically facilitated by crowdsourcing platforms.



Crowdsourcing Platforms for Collection
Platform Domain Requester Access Model
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Crowdsourcing Platforms for Collection
Platform Domain Requester Access Model

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 
(AMT)

Any virtual task Ad hoc with Amazon 
Account, commission-based

CrowdFlower/Figure Eight Any virtual task Subscription access 

ClickWorker AI training data Tiered (commission à
subscription)

RapidWorkers Any virtual task Unclear



Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT)
Most common/popular crowdsourcing system. Why?

• Does not need to be profitable

• Anti-competitive behavior & account integration

• Low barrier to entry for requesters

• Ease of use 

• Integrated with developer tools

• multiple APIs, documentation, sandboxing, templates



Myth of Excess Capacity

Idea: Do some quick work for pennies while, e.g. waiting in line

Next week: Who is actually doing these jobs? 

Broader “excess capacity” trends: AirBnB, rideshares, gig economy

December:  How to design sociotechnical systems for knowledge discovery 

when these systems inhabit and mutate a broader social context?



RESTful APIs



Refresher: APIs
API == Application Programming Interface

How two programs communicate

Variable scale of communication:

• Within programs 

• Across the internet

Within programs – can send encoded objects

Across the internet – need to think about encoding data



Refresher: Data Exchange

Sending data across applications or the internet

• Always just sending bytes

• Assume we have a chunk of bytes we decode as a string of data

• Represent this data in a structured way

• JSON, XML, ProtoBuf, etc.

Can always have two 
programs locally 

communicating via 
files, sockets, etc.

Data exchange 
formats make 

parsing into objects 
easy!



HTTP

Over the internet: wrap in a HTTP request

Important requests:

GET – supposed to be read-only (like DML)

PUT – supposed to be idempotent lightweight modification to server (like DDL)

POST – heavyweight data, possible modification to server (like DDL)

Encoded in URLs



HTTP Example
Example GET request

Theoretically can do this in Python:

import requests

reply = requests.get(base_url, 

params={‘search’: ‘emma’})

(Actually need to set some headers)

https://www.uvm.edu/directory?search=emma&n=5



REST API

REST == Representational state transfer

Not a specification or protocol, but architectural best practices

Important features from the client-side programmer’s perspective:

• Separation of concerns

• Statelessness



Why do we like RESTful APIs?

API à interaction can be programmatic

RESTful à interaction is predictable

Fixed data exchange format à can work entirely within your IDE!

But…people are not APIs!


